DIALOGUE on DIVERSITY

Your Cordial Invitation

DIALOGUE on Diversity Presents
Its June Webinar on Covid-19

The Economic Harms — Science and Social Justice Remedies for a Battered Society

The Lost Time — the Good Life Gone

Economic Facets of the American Epidemic/International Pandemic, the Bitter and Painful Scourge of our Society and that as well of Every Continent — the Many Parts of the Tangled Structure of Contagion and Fear, with No Place to Flee To.

When Should Becomes Must — A Growing Social Consensus


Tracking the Killer Crown-Shaped Virus

What are viruses? How and Why are they of a Different Kind from Bacteria? The Techniques for Neutralizing them or Destroying them. The Role of Antibodies in the Task. The Secret Vulnerabilities to Potential Drugs. Accelerated Directions of Research. The Great “Manhattan Project” of Fashioning the Vaccine, Safe and Efficacious.

Agree or not, this Webinar is not to be missed. Dialogue on Diversity invites you —

Register Here to Attend the Webinar

Office: 1629 K Street, N.W., Suite 300 Washington, D.C. 20006 Tel. 703-631-0650, Fax: 703-631-0617 e-mail: dialog.div@prodigy.net

www.dialogueondiversity.org Dialogue on Diversity is a 501(c)(3) organization. Contributions may be tax-deductible.